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Trustee
favors
lottery
By Mike Di Marco
Daily staff writer
Although the California State
University trustees voted last week
to oppose the state lottery proposition
on the November ballot, trustee
Dixon Harwin feels the initiative
could add to, rather than take the
place of education funding.
"The majority of the board felt
the lottery would be detrimental to
funding for education," Harwin said.
"They felt it would supplant our
source of funding from the governor."
The lottery initiative, Proposition 37, would channel 34 percent of
the gambling revenue into public education. It is estimated the lottery
could generate between $900 million
to $2 billion in its first year.
"I felt it wouldn’t supplant but
would supplement education funding," Harwin said. "I think we need
to take a second hard look at it."
The board felt the lottery would
be "a regressive tax against the
poor," Harwin said. A regressive tax
is one which charges the same
amount to everyone. But because it
would assume a larger share of
lower-income groups’ incomes, the
poor end up paying more.
"I don’t believe it’s a question of
morality," Harwin said. "People are
going to gamble anyway."
Harwin said the board also questioned the motives of the group sponsoring the proposition. The initiative
is being bankrolled by Scientific
Games Development Corp., a subsidiary of Bally Manufacturing Corp.,
the slot machine maker. Bally has
spent about $1.1 million thus far on
the initiative and stands to make
more than $100,000 by supplying tickets for the lottery.
Last week, Leo McElroy, a Sacramento consultant who is helping
run the "No on Proposition 37- campaign, said, "We’re going to make a
big issue of how Bally Corp. is coming in and trying to run the lottery."
Gov. George Deukmejian and Lt.
Gov. Leo McCarthy, ex-officio trustees, oppose the proposition. Harwin
said McCarthy felt the proposition
was tied to education because "it
would be received more favorably"
than a similar state proposition that
was defeated in 1964.
A recent poll noted that in 1964,
initial support for the lottery was
high. But support was lost when the
public began to perceive the lottery
as a scheme to benefit its backers. A
majority of the public, according to
the poll, shies away from lotteries
when they are posed as legalized
gambling.
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Johnson
angry at
officials

’Sky’ high

Miss Maine wants
relief from duties
By Kevin Mendoza
Daily staff writer
SJSU student Lisa Johnson is unhappy with the help
Maine officials gave her in the Miss America Pageant and
is seeking release from her duties as Miss Maine.
Johnson said she was upset with the way the officials
handled her finances and problems in the talent competition, so she talked to officials and worked out a deal
which would relieve her of
some Miss Maine obligations.
"I didn’t get the right
support from
Maine,"
Johnson said.
Johnson, a senior business major, was crowned
Miss Maine on June 30 to
qualify for the Miss Amer
ica Pageant. She failed to
qualify as a finalist at the
Miss America Pageant in
Atlantic City, N.J. on Sept
Lisa Johnson
15.
"She wanted to return
’ back at SJSU
to California as soon as the Miss America Pageant was
done," said Bob Feeney. director of the Miss Maine Pageant. The board of directors for the pageant agreed to let
her return to California for a three-week period, although
the exact time was not decided.
The board is expected to decide this weekend whether
Johnson can remain in California, Feeney said.
"She’s supposed to come back Oct 13." he said. "If
she doesn’t return, there is a possibility that she may lose
her crown."
Johnson said she also finds fault in the way Maine
handled her problems in the talent competition and her
expenses.
Johnson, who expected to do well in the talent competition, said when an apparent audio malfunction took
place during her talent performance, Feeney should have
requested that she stop immediately.
Johnson said she couldn’t hear what she was playing
on her electric violin.
"The monitors weren’t turned on," she said. Monitors
are speakers that enable a performer to hear what they
are doing onstage.
"He (Feeney) didn’t stop and request that I do it
over," Johnson said. Feeney didn’t make an attempt to
approach the judges and halt her performance as soon as
the audio problem was discovered, she said.
Joseph DeVera
Randy "Sky" Walker takes to the air for the Spartans’ first touchdown Saturday against the Stanford Cardinal at Stanford. Walker’s score was all

’He was really a
bright guy.’
Jim Dawson,
Spence’s friend
chest pains, telling Dawson "he felt
like he had two hearts."
After finishing lunch, Spence collasped and was rushed to San Jose
Hospital, where attempts to save his
life failed. He was pronounced dead
90 minutes later.
The official cause of death has
yet to be determined. A spokesperson
for the coroner’s office said a report
will be released in about four weeks.
According to family and friends,
Spence had frequently been feeling

tired. Prior to meeting Dawson for
lunch, he had taken a nap because he
did not feel well.
"On our way to lunch, he was in
good spirits," Dawson recalled. "He
was discussing plans for the future."
Services were held Saturday at
the St. lawrance Catholic Church in
Santa Clara, before he was buried in
the Santa Clara Mission Cemetery.
Spence, a San Jose resident, was
working on a double major in the engineering and math departments. He
would have been ready to graduate at
the end of this semester.
Spence had complained of chest
pains in the past and about two weeks
ago visited a doctor because of possible heart fibrillations. The doctor apparently told him it was not serious.
Spence led an active life. Friends
said it was common for him to ride
his bike 20 to 30 miles and many
times he went on trips of 50 to 100
miles He took classes in mountain
climbing and loved to ski. Friends described him as being in excellent
physical shape.
During the 1982-83 school year,
Spence studied in Sweden through the
Foreign Students Exchange Program.
"He was really a bright guy,"
Dawson said.
The son of Stanley and Nadine
Spence, he was born July 19, 1960. He

Daily stall photographer

but forgotten when a broken handoff attempt to the
running back late in the fourth quarter resulted in a
fumble recovery and a tme-point win by Stanford.

Spence funeral held
By John McCreadie
Daily staff writer
SJSU student Greg Spence, a senior electrical engineering and math
major who loved backpacking and
mountain climbing, died Wednesday
after suffering an apparent heart attack. He was 24.
Spence and his long-time friend
Jim Dawson, also in the SJSU electrical engineering program, went to the
Jack-In-The-Box on Fourth and San
Carlos streets for lunch. On the way
there, Spence had complained of
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Give blood,
get tickets

Greg Spence
is survived by his six brothers and
sisters: Ed, 28; Theresa. 27; Steve,
25; Elizabeth, 22; Anna, 21; and Dianne, 20, who is also a SJSU student.
Spence’s good friend Scott Lum
found this quote in a recent Ann
Landers column which he said best
describes the life of his friend: "To
laugh often and much; to win the respect of intelligent people and the affection of children; to earn appreciation of honest critics and endure the
betrayal of false friends; to appreciate beauty; to find the best in others; to leave the world a little better
place than we found it, whether by a
healthy child, a garden patch, or a redeemed social condition; to know
even one life breathes easier because
you lived This is to have succeeded "

By Paul Ruffner
Daily staff writer
SJSU blood donors participating
ins blood drive this week will receive
free tickets to a New York musical
playing in San Francisco next month.
The blood drive will be held
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Student Union Almaden Room,
Rhoda Burns, coordinator of the
blood drive, said Bill Graham Presents and Violet Welles, a theatrical
agent, came up with the idea of associating the theme song from the musical, "Little Shop of Horrors," with
the promotion of the blood drive.
"It must be blood! Must be
fresh!" sing the characters in the
musical, playing in October at the
Wart ield Theater in San Francisco.
Burns said Graham sent her 1,600
tickets to give to blood donors at a
blood drive at Stanford University in
Palo Alto, as well as to those participants of the SJSU drive.
Each donor will receive a pair of
tickets to the musical, she said.
"Healthy people between the ages of
17 to 25 and over 110 pounds are eligible to donate blood."
She said blood donors who failed
to receive their free tickets yesterday
will have them mailed to them.

"It was the longest two minutes and 40 seconds of my
life," she said, referring to the song’s length. She said
pageant officials could not explain the audio malfunction.
"It’s a question that will never be answered," Johnson said.
continued on back page

Caffeine free
Housing fund is grounds to halt
free coffee in Dining Commons
By Dewane Van Leuven
Daily staff writer
Students wanting a cup of coffee for those late-night study sessions in the Dining Commons will
have to bring their own this semester.
The study hall, which is open
from 7 to 11 p.m., used to provide
students with coffee, with the
housing office footing the bill.
But, according to Housing Director Willie Brown, the cost of
the coffee and the fact that non dorm residents were using the
Dining Commons as a study area
forced the Housing Office to stop
the practice.
"It (buying the coffee) was
costing us $300 a month, and it
wasn’t really worth it to take it out
of our budget," Brown said. "We
have a lot more important things
to buy this semester."
Some students interviewed inside the study hall disagreed with
Brown. Radio/television sophomore Fred Hjelmesaeth said the

cutback in free coffee "represents
a major setback in my efforts to
make it both economically and
when it comes to performance. I
think that free coffee and tea is the
least we deserve as stimulant consumers," he said.
Scott Grosby, marketing junior, agreed with Hjelmesaeth.
"Every year we see dorm payments rising and it seems very unfair and unreasonable to cut back
on such a small thing like free coffee," he said. "The housing office
should have asked the students before they cut ( the free coffee)
out."
Brown said he wasn’t sure
what he would do with the money
saved from not buying coffee, but
it would go back into the housing
budget for other housing needs.
"We have an especially tight
budget this semester, and the coffee in the dorms wasn’t the proper
way to spend housing money," he
said.
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Beauty pageant mars America
HAIL THE MISS America Pageant a
national enigma. It is more than a
beauty contest, pageant officials say,
because Miss America symbolizes American
ideals and virtues.
But what are American ideals and virtues? Answers are never consistent and neither is the pageant. The Spartan Daily denounces the Miss America Pageant as a
hypocrisy with no clear justification for its
existence.
When the news broke that Vanessa Williams, the 1983 winner had posed nude for
Penthouse magazine, pageant officials pressured her into relinquishing the title. Posing
nude, they reasoned, destroyed the wholesome image of the pageant.
Yet there is not a large difference between posing nude in an adult publication and
sauntering before millions of television viewers of various ages in a bathing suit. We don’t
advocate what Williams has done, but pageant officials ought to admit they are dabbling
in relatively the same practice as Bob Guiccione, publisher of Penthouse magazine. Because of the Williams fiasco, and the belief
that the pageant is losing its supposed importance to American life, officials have taken
steps to upgrade its image.
Comparing the bathing suits of last year
and this year, they are more conservative for
the 1984 pageant, and this year’s winner is a
devout Mormon with very little chance of re-

peating Williams’ escapades. But the selection of Miss Utah has only plunged the pageant deeper into controversy. It is
questionable whether Miss Utah was really
chosen because she excelled in talent and
merit.
The first runner-up in the contest was
Miss Kentucky. Although she hasn’t posed
nude, she has previously been accused of
shoplifting. She was not convicted. Although
she may not have won the title, it seems the
pageant, with the Williams incident still very
much in the news, went out of its way to avoid
even a potential conflict.
Regardless of winners or reasons why one
candidate was a non-winner, the pageant itself is an unnecessary and sexist blight to the
nation. A Miss America does not promote, or
by her very being, unite nations in peace. She
is not a diplomatic representative of the
United States, nor does she cure world hunger.
She purportedly represents the best
America has to offer from the female gender.
This is basically the sole function of the Miss
America winners, and it is a shame that as a
nation, we do not concern ourselves with more
far-reaching and necessary concerns.
The Miss America Pageant represents a
false paragon of virtues and should be ended
as soon as the current "winner" ends her
reign or steps down whichever comes first.
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Communique
The forum page is your page. The Daily encour
ages readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints
expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Sticking it to SJSU’s sailing sidewalk cyclists
his own personal Tour De France, with complete disregard for stroller’s life or limb.
Being at SJSU for a year has created some Pavlovian
responses in my nervous system. One of those things is
that when you hear a bicycle behind you traveling at 30
miles per hour. you do one of the following things:
I. Dive into the nearest bush.
2. Dodge to the left or right, and hope that you picked
the right way to dodge.
3. Grab a nearby stick and shove it into the bicyclist’s
spokes as he speeds by you.
Many times I have forsaken the use of coffee thanks
to these denizens of the sidewalk. Believe me, if you think
you are going to collide with a ZOO pound missile, it tends
to get the adrenalin flowing.
The worst thing about it is that nobody seems to want
to stop them. Well. I have my own methods ( heh-heh), of
dealing with them:
1. Have turnstiles on the sidewalks, such as those
used by county fairs. Any bozo trying to drive a bike
through a turnstile is going to look like he went through a
cheese grater. This should be effective against skateboarders also.
2. Have timers, such as the ones the C.H.P uses for
ing towards me at a great speed on the sidewalk behind
speeders. You know the ones the radar guns that have
me.
Another bicyclist was using the sidewalks of SJSU for clocked trees at 50 mph Put a couple of these around

It just happened again.
There I was, walking down the sidewalk between
Dwight Bentel Hall and the charred Women’s Gym to my
9:30 a.m. class. As usual. I was daydreaming about
things. I was considering that it was the first day in a
week and a half that I had attended the class I was walking to. The letters "W" and "F" appeared in my mind
with regularity.
Then it happened.
I heard the click -click-click of derailleur gears head-

Dewane
Van Leuven

campus and clock the sidewalks. If the radar detects any
movement faster than 15 mph., have some kind of "deterrent" on the sidewalks. I recommend a wire, strung from
two poles across the sidewalk at a height of about four
feet. This shoulcl get the offending party off the streets for
a while.
3. Arrange a three-hour meeting with one of your less
interesting teachers. Bring a tape recorder, and record
the whole thing. The next time you see a "Breaking
Away" clone flying down the sidewalk, kidnap him and
play him the tape. He’ll probably give you his bicycle and
wallet just to get the hell out of your room. Check to see if
he’s got a checkbook also.
Of course, not all bicyclists are like the ones I just described. Most are courteous. Some of my best friends are
bicyclists. And who knows, the Eric Heidens of cycling
might see the error of their ways and slow down on the
sidewalks around campus. If not, these guys might actually cause a serious accident someday. I can’t count how
many times I’ve come close to complete cardiac arrest
thanks to these bikers.
But I don’t think there’ll be much change. I’ll probably still see bicyclists streaking around campus. But don’t
forget, future Olympic winners
there might be a time
when you won’t travel so fast. There’s always a handy
stick nearby.

Letters to the Editor
Lost love is probably hiding
Editor.
( Last ) Tuesday’s page one story entitled "Student
seeks woman." was truly incredible. It read like a bad TV
promo for a show that might run against this fall’s
"Finder of Lost Loves." We can call this show "Pipe
Dreams from the Pub."
Does Steve actually expect to be reunited with this
woman? I find it a bit peculiar that he was able to remember the shoes she wore, but not her name. But of course
"it wasn’t the time to be learning names." Was it the time
to be learning shoes? The poor woman is probably scared
out of her mind now, after three weeks of imploring classified ads and a featurc in the Daily.
My advice to you, Steve, is to look for a woman whose

blonde hair has now been covered by an obnoxious red
wig, and whose "dark pool" eyes are hidden behind dark
glasses.
Brenda Harrison
Senior
Public Relations

Mondale’s dullness safe at least
Editor,
Walter Mondale seems stuck with the adjective
"dull," and the media seems stuck on deeming this a liability. I would like to express another perspective.
If exciting means flying off half-cocked (as Reagan
did following the downing of KAL007); if exciting means
making up the facts when you don’t know them (as Rea-

gan has done in innumerable "misstatements") if exciting means making flip, devil-may-care pronouncements
like Reagan and cronies Watt and Meese: "The bombs
drop in five minutes . . . one woman, two blacks, a cripple
and a jew . . . there is no hunger in America
." ): if. in
short, exciting means acting like an asinine old man, dullness looks very nice indeed.
than Collen
Graduate
Public Administration

Reader sees through the mud
Editor,
I applaud the ( Editorial, Spartan Daily, Sept. 19).
"Washing away the political mud." The article stressed
the need to rid the presidential campaign of political
"mudslinging."
I am a strong Reagan supporter and chants of "four
more years" easily flow from my lips. However. I support
Reagan because I agree with his stand on the issues not
because! think Walter Mondale is a bad person.
Voters shouldn’t waste their energy on frivolous
name calling. I urge voters to spend their time analyzing
the issues and supporting the candidate that best represents their views.
Suzanne J. Forlenza
Junior
Public Relations

No reply to Open Season apathy
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Editor,
( From the desk of Ann Landers)
Mr Gillis (Open Season. Spartan Daily, Sept. 19),
I’ve decided not to print your letter because apathy is a
common concern today. From your predicament. I would
suggest seeking counseling immediately. You sure seem
to have a lot of apathetic students at your college, which
you said is in Northern California. I know you decided not
to name your school as to ensure privacy and save unnecessary embarrassment), but let me take a guess. . .
You wouldn’t be attending San Jose State University,
would you?
Mark Miller
Sophomore
Undeclared

Tim
Goodman
Not the 501’s 1
I
WAS A smart-mouthed little punk when I was a
kid.
All my friends were punks too. All except
one a pudgy little guy with a piercing voice. We all
agreed that he’d grow up to be a big fat opera star
but since I haven’t been to my old stamping grounds
in seven years, he could be a mass murderer by notx
Anyway, he’s only important to this story for
one reason. He was a lyrical poet. Every word he
spoke was like a profession from a young know -it a IL We teased him endlessly, like young punks do,
but we listened intently and made sure that he never
got beat up. It was a trade-off of sorts.
We all came from a ghetto, which is a
particularly nice word for a hell hole. Hate was
rampant, selfishness was necessary and pessimism
was innate. Nobody loved, cared, or felt compassion
for anyone else. If they did, they never showed it you didn’t last long with such behavior. It was a
place that will live in my mind forever, never
completely leaving me until I die.
But that’s all in the past, and I’m not inclined to
talk much about it anymore unless the hate that it
put into my soul rises and bellows out of my mouth
Suffice it to say it wasn’t one of life’s greater
attributes. Now I live in Disneyland and compassion
for everything is my greatest downfall.
I don’t know if The Poet still lives down there, or
if he got killed along the way, but some of his words
still are caught in my eardrums. Onetime, after
depression became a part of my life for nearly a
week, I saw The Poet coming home from school.
I walked over to his house and met him at the
door. I told him the usual lies about how things were
going and waited for him to ask me what was wrong
"What’s wrong?" he said.
"What’s not."
He looked at me with concern and we sat down
and talked about the world and my particular place
in it. It wasn’t like some pubescent fat kid was
telling me his inflated dreams and ponderings, but
mores lecture from somebody who knew more than
his dimpled face would tell. Much more. It was a
great lecture. I wish I could affect somebody’s life
like that some day.
One passage from the lecture was like scripture
from the mouths of babes. He talked away my blues
and everything seemed rosy. I stood on his porch
trying to let all the inspiration soak in. Then he
dropped the weight.
"Life’s a lot of horsemanure sometimes."

NEXT DAY he ran home from school to
THE
catch up with me and added to his statement
"Remember what I said yesterday about life
being a lot of horsemanure?" he asked. It was funny
to listen to his words, because they were so pure he
wouldn’t dip them in the filth of obscenity. He told
me that it was true and that I shouldn’t forget it, but
that it was a very dark statement nonetheless.
Well, it didn’t make me clap or anything," I said
He laughed the way fat kids laugh and told me
not to worry, that there was a good side to the
statement. "Just remember," he said, "if it gets too
thick, go buy some new shoes."
Of all the things people have told me. that’s one
of the more impressive sentences.
It’s clever, but it
stuck with me all these years
and that’s the real
measure of great advice.
I think of it now only because
I’m depressed and
getting bluer by the breath. I need
an infusion of
optimism. Maybe it’s time to get
drunk and lose
these blues. But then again,
that only adds more
color. I’ll get over it I’m sure.
The Poet taught me a
lot and I’m lucky it all sank
in. But life’s a lot of
horsemanure sometimes.
I think I’ll go buy some new
shoes.
r,o) Goodman is the forum
editor. His columns appea,
Tuesday and Thursday.
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Drug may stall herpes recurrences
Teachers battle
for ’fair’ treatment

BURLINGAME (API
Just
after newly -elected Gov. George
Deukmejian announced he might
"play Scrooge" by cutting money
for schools, the president of California’s most powerful teachers
union was hastily summoned to
the governor’s office
" ’Oh boy!’ I thought," Marilyn Russell Bittle recalled more
than 18 months later. "I was finally getting a chance to see the
governor. You know, we had absolutely no communication at all
from him. Zero."
But Bittle, who had publicly
described the governor’s comment as a "stupid statement,"
was in for a surprise: The longawaited meeting with the governor turned into an angry confrontation with one of his aides.
"I was called on the carpet by
Doug Watts," she said, and I was
told I had better mend my ways or
I could not meet with the governor."
Watts, then Deukmejian’s
public relations adviser, has since
left the administration to serve as
advertising director of President
Reagan’s re-election effort in
Washington, D.C.
But the aftershocks of that
angry exchange between the president of the 150,000-member California Teachers Association and a
top Deukmejian aide continue to
this day, as teachers scramble for
access and political clout in an administration they perceive as
often hostile to teachers and labor.
Representatives of statewide
teachers’ unions say they have
had no direct access to the governor since Deukmejian’s election
despite the passage last year of
the most significant educational
reform measure in California in
two decades. That legislation directly involved the state’s 230,000
teachers, and this year’s schools’
funding totals more than a third of
the state’s $31.3 billion budget.
"Legislators (also) say Deukmejian is inaccessible," Bittle
said. "It’s important that we meet
with the governor, that we just sit
down and talk about the things we
don’t agree on."
Bittle, like the governor, is a
Republican. And like the governor, she makes her permanent
home in Long Beach. But her organization overwhelmingly supports Democratic candidates.
much to the displeasure of the
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Deukmejian administration.
Between 1975 and 1982, CTA
was the fifth biggest contributor to
California election campaigns.
dispensing nearly 81.2 million to
legislative campaigns. The contributions put the teachers in the
same
political
contributions
league with the state’s most powerful medical, real estate, public
employee and business contributors.
Bittle says that "an organization that helps lawmakers creates
friends . . . and stands a somewhat better chance of seeings its
goals enacted into law." But having friends in the Democrat-controlled Legislature has not translated into access to a Republican
governor, despite the heavy contributing.
"I think there’s no question
but that their (the teachers’) profile is lower now than in the previous administration," said William Cunningham, Deukmejian’s
top eucation adviser. "I (understand they had ready access to
Gov. (Jerry) Brown. By and
large, their access is now through
this office."
"I know people would rather
meet with the governor than with
me," he added. "But I work closely and thoroughly with the governor."
"I’m not sure how much he
(Cunningham) has the governor’s
ear," said Mary Bergan, a lobbyist for the 30,000-member California Federation of Teachers. "I
just think this governor has a particular problem with public employee unions in general."
Politically, teachers "have
been on the wane for the past four
or five years," said state Sen.
Gary Hart, D-Santa Barbara.
"They didn’t do that well in the
1982 elections they supported
(former state schools Superintendent Wilson) Riles and (Los Angeles Mayor Tom) Bradley and
they came up short."
But Hart and others acknowledge that California’s teachers
may be making a political
comeback of sorts, as public concern over educational quality has
forced through the Legislature
and past the governor’s desk numerous changes in California’s
1,000-plus school districts. Many
of those changes are intended to
Improve the the teaching profession

Couple
mistaken
for fugitives
Allen and
HUGHSON (AP)
Barbara Emmons were checking out
their watermelon patch when they
were surrounded by six gunmen in
bulletproof vests.
"We had no idea who they were,"
said Emmons, a Hughson developer
and contractor. "When you see guns
pointed at you, your eyes don’t come
off the guns."
The couple say the men threatened to shoot them if they didn’t lie
down.
Through a complicated series of
moves, federal marshals had mistaken the couple for a Montana fugitive who was considered armed and
dangerous and his female companion.
Now the couple has filed a $25,000
claim against U.S Marshals Louis
Steffanelli and David Gump and the
U.S. Justice Department in what the
Emmonses consider an inexcusable
case of false arrest.
The marshals were after Doug
Champagne. He received a traffic
ticket in the region in 1973 and was reported seen in 1982 with a woman who
went by the name Barbara Emmons.
Steffanelli said his suspicions
were heightened by a drug bust on
rental property owned by Emmons
nearby.
After their arrest, Barbara Emmons said she was denied twG requests to make telephone calls and
then was freed. She got a ride home
from her boss and called an attorney,
who told her to take Emmons’ birth
certificate and other identification to
the jail where he remained in custody.
Meanwhile, an identification
bracelet bearing Champagne’s name
was placed on Emmons’ wrist despite his protests. He was freed after
the fingerprint evidence arrived but
with a warning that Champagne
might be in the area and possibly
even at their house.
"The night we were sent home,
we were so afraid of everyone and everything," Emmons said. "We
parked the truck five miles from our
house and stayed in it until about 3:30
a.m."
Emmons still fears that their
rural ranch might be raided by officers again, his wife said.
"Barbara keeps saying, ’They
can’t do this,’ but they did," he said.
"I still like America, but it’s stupid to
say they can’t do this in America."

NEWPORT BEACH (AP)
"Encouraging"
test results from a drug for genital herpes and for
an AIDS precursor are expected today, and already the stock of the firm that developed the drug
is skyrocketing, the company says.
Newport Pharmaceuticals International Inc.
plans to announce today the results of recent tests
of the drug inosiplex, which is sold primarily under
the name Isoprinosine in 72 countries including
Great Britain, France and West Germany, but is
not yet approved for marketing in the United
States, executive vice president Sanford Glasky
said Friday.
He said the tests provide new information
about the effectiveness of inosiplex "in prolonging
the periods between recurrences of herpes."

Wife sues
husband
over herpes
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
A
woman has filed a $1 million lawsuit
against her husband, claiming he
failed to tell her he had herpes before
the two were married.
The damage amount the San
Francisco woman seeks includes the
cost of attorney fees so that she can
divorce her husband, according to
the Superior Court suit filed Friday.
The woman, Maria Magdelena
Markof-Belaeff, said she has endured
"emotional distress, fear, loathing,
depressions, symptoms of physical
illness, mental and emotional anguish and suffering."
There was no indication in the
suit whether the woman had contracted herpes, an incurable, highly
contagious disease that usually is
spread by sexual contact.
According to the suit, Nikolai
Sinkevich and Markof-Belaeff were
married July 31, 1984. The suit
claimed Sinkevich knew that he had
herpes at the time but that he did not
tell his bride.
A few weeks after the wedding,
the woman discovered her husband
had the disease when Sinkevich admitted that his skin lesions were from
herpes, the suit alleged.
"If plaintiff had known, she
would not have married defendant."
the suit said.
"Defendant was negligent and
careless in failing to appreciate the
importance of full communication
and dislosure of his medical condition," the suit said.

In addition, one test had "encouraging re
sults" on people whose depressed immune systems
make them susceptible to AIDS, acquired immune
deficiency syndrome, said Dr. Sudhir Gupta, head
of immunology at the University of California at
Irvine.
The tests were conducted by UC-Irvine and
funded by Newport Pharmaceuticals. Officials refused to release the results before today when they
will make them public at a medical conference in
London.
Newport Pharmaceuticals’ stock has climbed
more than 50 percent in the past week, with trading
quadrupling to 210,000 shares on Thursday and
181,000 on Friday compared to the typical trading
day, said corporate secretary Luana Kruse.

The company says inosiplex enhances the
body’s immune system by increasing production of
antibodies and the migration of phagocytes, both
of which destroy foreign substances in the body.
It also is said to enable killer cells to identify
infected cells more readily and destroy them.
AIDS, a fatal disease that suppresses the
body’s immune system, has killed 2,705 people in
the United States, most of them homosexuals, natives of Haiti, intravenous drug abusers and hemophiliacs.

FOREIGN
STUDENTS
Don’t go
back home
until you
read
this ad.

When you move back to your home country,
chances are you’ll need appliances that work on 220
volt, 50 cycle current. And if you want to get the best
quality, the best selection, and the best price, then you
should buy them right here in the U.S. at Aris Export
Company.

We have everything you’ll need including refrigerators, washers, dryers, TV’s,
VCR’s, stereos, microwaves, and a full line of small appliances direct from leading manufacturers like: G.E., Amana, Maytag, Sony, Akai, Sansui, Sharp, Aiwa, Hoover, Philips,
Hitachi, and more.
Also available: 110/220 volt multi system TV’s, VCR’s, and stereos that can be
used in the U.S. and overseas. This is ideal for those of you who will be here for a short
time and need something that you can use here and be able to take home with you when
you’re ready to leave.
We Carry a Full Line of Transformers
Crating and Shipping Services Worldwide

ARIS EXPORT CO., INC.

22.11E.

1501 Vermont Street (At Armyl
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94107
(4151550-8605

220 volt, 50 cycle appliances
at the best price in town.

Ma Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Math 2+ F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could
do it by the time you’re 23. But it takes a special
commitment on your part. We
demand leaders at all levels.
We teach you to be one. If you’re
Elf il 1!1l h1ll l1111111111111111111

The company said Friday that it intends to use
the latest test results and others to seek Food and
Drug Administration approval to market the drug
in this country.

a freshman or sophomore, ask about our undergraduate officer commissioning programs. ffyou’re a
junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting
salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And
you can count on
going Etrther... faster.
Iiiirlookingfraiwgoodmen.

Go farther...
faster.
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For more information contact the

Officer Selection Officer
285 South First St., Suite 520, San Jose, CA
or call (408) 291-7445
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Disney studio picks
executive officers

Past time

Board chooses from outside of company

Gene Lieb

Instructor Joyce Malone checks the
clock on three of her students. The
body conditioning class runs past one
cone in the 2I3-yard course near the

fountain. Malone said her students
used to run at the ROTC field but had to
find a new course when it was converted to a parking lot. She said the

Citrus fruit Deukmejian seeks
quarantined
SACRAMENTO (AP) The citrus canker disease which is decimating nurseries in Florida never has
been found in California, and care is
being taken to make sure it never is,
a state official says.
The current federal quarantine
prevents movement of Florida citrus
out of that state.
When some citrus areas are
found free of canker, shipments still
will be banned to other citrus producing states such as California, says Arthur A. Millecan, chief of the state
Department of Food and Agriculture
pest exclusion unit.
"Our 16 border stations have
been alerted to keep a special watch
for citrus fruit or plants that might be
brought into the state by visitors,"
Millecan said. "We have always had
the policy of restrictiing such noncommercial entry of most fruits and
vegetables, as anyone who has ever
tried to bring these items through our
stations can attest."
Millecan noted that the quarantine does not apply to such processed
citrus byproducts as frozen juice.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
The
Deukmejian
administration,
thwarted once in its heavily lobbied effort to alter California’s "unitary"
method of taxing foreign-based and
international companies, will spearhead a new push for change in December, a key state business official
says.

ANZA, Calif. (API A group of
dedicated, amateur stargazers has
installed a giant, state-of-the-art telescope through which they hope to see
some of the most distant celestial objects in the universe.
The telescope, built by one man
at a cost of 615,000, is the project of
the Orange County Astronomers, who
dedicated it Saturday night at its remote site near Mount Palomar, located about 80 miles southeast of Los
Angeles.
"This has been in the works
about 10 years," said the group’s secretary, John Sanford. "It’s sophisticated enough to be a major research

tained in remarks prepared for delivery yesterday at a meeting of the International Partners organization, a
group of state and foreign business
leaders representing 35 nations.
Alquist, the powerful chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee, is
one of Gov. George Deukmejian’s
most vocal critics in the Legislature,

and having group member Bill Kuhn
design and build the telescope. Kuhn
is an aerospace quality control director and astronomy buff, Sanford said.
The telescope is named for him.

tool. But we want the public to be able
to enjoy it too."
The telescope, with a 22-inch mirror, is bigger than the one at the
famed Griffith Observatory in Los
Angeles, and will permit electronic
and visual viewing of distant galaxies
and star clusters up to 15,000 light
years away.
It is also designed to view quasars, which are among the universe’s
most distant and mysterious objects.
The 250-member Orange County
Astronomers group raised the money
for the telescope and its $10,000 building. They kept the costs down by constructing the building themselves,

A $10,000 donation from the
James Irvine Foundation made a big
dent in costs.
The telescope is located at an elevation of more than 4,300 feet, where
it will be free of observational interference from artificial light.
The telescope also will be used to
view closer objects such as the solar
system and Halley’s Comet on its

Fish in San Luis Drain found to be toxic
bird deformities and deaths at Kesterson.
Fifty-five new samples of fish
have been taken from drainage
ditches in western Merced County,
the San Joaquin River and Suisun
Bay this month to be tested for selenium and other heavy metals, said
Michael Saiki, a Fish and Wildlife
Service biologist, and Dick Daniel, an
associate fisheries biolgogist for the
state Department of Fish and Game.
Increased concern over selenium
in San Luis Drain has forced the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation to delay for
at least two years its original plan to
extend the drain to Suisun Bay.
Now, reclamation officials are
considering ways to remove selenium from the drainage water, includiong desalinazation, biological
treatment, chemical treatment and
soil treatment.

Tests of fish in
FRESNO (AP)
San Luis Drain have disclosed selenium at levels up to eight times
higher than the amount considered
non-toxic.
The study by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service turned up selenium
levels as high as 16 parts per million
compared to a level of 2 ppm considered safe by federal officials.
Samples were taken in August
1983 of channel catfish, carp, goldfish, Sacramento blackfish and hitch.
Selenium is a naturally occurring
trace element scientists believe has
been washed from soils in western
Fresno County though the drain to its
present terminus in holding ponds at
Kesterson National Wildlife Refuge
in Merced County.
Selenium is necessary for health
in minute amounts but is toxic in
larger quantities and is blamed for

TUES. THRU SAT. 9:00T0 6:00 P.M.
KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP
10% off NEXXUS PRODUCTS
318 South 10th, San Jose, CA 279-9955
NEXT TO ROBERTS BOOKSTORE
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Irwin Jacobs,
Disney stockholder
agement shakeups.
It was the first time since its
founding in 1923 by the late Walt Disney and his brother, Roy 0. Disney,
that Disney Productions has not chosen someone from inside its ranks as
chief executive officer.
Eisner and Wells succeed former
chief executive officer Ronald Miller,
Walt Disney’s son-in-law, and Raymond L. Watson, the Orange County
developer who served as Disney’s
chairman for the last 18 months.
Miller was ousted as chief executive two weeks ago after failing to
keep the board’s confidence in its
protracted takeover fights with Minneapolis financier Irwin Jacobs.
Watson was expected to remain
as a director and chairman of the executive committee, the Times reported.
Jacobs told the Times he was
pleased with the selection. The choice
also was regarded as a victory for
Roy E. Disney, the son of Roy 0. Disney, and the billionaire Bass family
of Forth Worth, Tex., which controls
one seat on the board and announced
Friday it had increased its Disney
stock holdings to 8.5 percent.
"I have not met Eisner or Wells
personally," Jacobs told the Times,
"but I certainly endorsed them for
the job and I had given that message
to the board."
Jacobs leads a group of stockholders that control 7.7 percent of the
Disney shares and announced last
week that it may seek a takeover of
Disney.

but both officials have called for
changes in the current unitary taxing
method.
Unitary taxation in use in 12
states, including California allows
a state to consider a company’s
worldwide earnings when computing
the taxes of a unit of that company
operating within the state.
Deukmejian has called for a 6270
million tax break for international
companies that do business in California as an incentive for them to expand their operations here and provide more jobs. The companies that
would benefit would include a significant number of Japanese electronics
firms.
But the domestic-based opponents, including many Silicon Valley
companies, say the governor’s proposal puts them at a competitive disadvantage.
In August, the governor’s proposal was blocked after the Assembly
sponsors of the legislation declined to
bring it up on the floor, noting there
were insufficient votes for approval.

1E6 pass.

Selenium levels up

animals, were found.
The virus strains, which officials
said have not been detected before in
Orange County, are carried only by
the Culex mosquito, relatively rare
among the county’s 21 known mosquito species.
Common in the South and Midwest, the viruses are also found in
most of California’s farming areas.
California has had no significant
outbreak of encephalitis since the
1950s, when hundreds of people were
infected. In 1983, nine state residents
contracted the disease, including a
Long Beach man who died of it,
according to state health records.
Almost all the cases in California
originate near the Colorado River,
where there is a heavy concentration
of Culex mosquitos, said state health
department official Ronald Roberto.
Symptoms include fever, severe
headache and fatigue. Permanent
brain damage or death can result.
Beams said the marsh and other
county wetlands are sprayed regularly to control the mosquito population, and spraying is under way.

‘. . . I certainly
endorsed them for
the job. .

change in taxation law

David Ackerman, deputy secretary of the state Business, Transportation and Housing Agency, said a
new proposal containing the "basic
elements" of the governor’s 6270 million plan is expected to be introduced
by state Sen. Alfred Alquist, D-San
Jose.
Ackerman’s comments were con-

Group installs giant telescope

Humans not threatened
by virus found in fowl
IRVINE (API Two strains of
potentially deadly encephalitis virus
carried by mosquitos were found in
fowl near an Orange County marsh,
but officials say the threat of infection to people is slight.
"Your chances of contracting encephalitis in Orange County are
about the same as being struck by
lightning," said Fred Beams, assistant manager of the Orange County
Vector Control District.
The discovery of the viruses in
chickens kept at the San Joaquin
Marsh as part of a mosquito study
prompted officials to cancel University of Califonia at Irvine student
tours of the school’s 202-acre wildlands reserve.
"Quite frankly, it’s not so much a
health risk as a conservative institutional decision," said Bill Bretz,
.-steward of the reserve, which is part
"of the 500-acre San Joaquin Marsh.
Results of blood samples taken
’
two weeks ago from the chickens
were released this week. St. Louis encephalitis, which affects only humans, and western equine encephalitis, which affects both humans and

Daily staff photographer

south campus area is inconvenient because it takes too long for students to
board a bus and ride over to it when
the class is only an hour long.

The choices come as the company faces several financial difficulties that threaten to tear it apart.
Among them are takeover attempts
by outside investors seeking to sell
off the assets; dwindling of the Disney movie market; lower attendance
at the theme parks; and threatened
strikes at Disneyland and Disney
World. Added to those are the man-

BURBANK (APIThe board of
directors for besieged Walt Disney
Productions chose Hollywood studio
executives Michael Eisner and
Frank Wells to run the company, the
first time Disney will be overseen by
officers drawn from outside the
tightly knit organization, it was reported Sunday.
Meeting behind closed doors Saturday, the 13-member Disney board
unanimously picked Eisner to serve
as chairman and chief executive officer. Eisner, long sought by the Disney organization, served as Paramount Pictures Corp. president
until just 11 days ago.
Wells, a Warner Bros. vice president, will serve as president and
chief operating officer for Disney.
The selections were reported by both
the Los Angeles Times and Herald
Examiner.
Disney spokesman Erwin Okun
refused to confirm the appointments,
but said there would be a statement
later.
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SJSU 5th
in Fresno
10k run

SJSU drops 2;
coach worried
By Eric Rice

writer
SJSU’s volleyball team was
deflated Friday and Saturday in
straight -game losses to Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo and Texas University in the Spartan Shops Invitational, but Spartan coach Dick
Montgomery hopes he can pump
Daily staff
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up his team’s ego again.
SJSU lost to Cal ’Poly, 15-10,
15-10, 15-6 Friday and to Texas, 1715, 15-6, 15-9Saturday. The losses
gave the Spartans a 3-3 record for
the season and a 1-2 mark in the
Spartan Shops, placing them third
in the tourney.
Cal Poly won the tournament
with a 3-0 record, while Texas ( 12 ) was second and Colorado State
(1-2) fourth.
Because SJSU, Texas and Colorado State all finished 1-2, second, third and fourth places were
decided on the basis of games won
and lost during the tournament.
Texas was 7-6 in games, while
SJSU was 3-6 and Colorado State
3-8.
In other tournament matches,
Colorado beat Texas, 15-8, 15-8, 1315. 11-15 and 16-14 Friday and Cal
Poly whipped Colorado in three
straight games, 16-14, 15-7, and 155 Saturday.
Montgomery hoped the Spartans would do better, but wasn’t
displeased by the team’s performance.
"Texas came out smokin’

pag
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against us," he said, "and Cal
Poly played very, very well," he
added. "They came out really aggressive and fired up. I realize we
played very good teams."
Montgomery feels the Spartan
Shops tournament was constructive because of the high caliber of
teams SJSU played.
"The Spartan Shops shook
us," he said, "but if you’re ever
going to advance, you’ve got to be
shaken. You’ve got to take the
good with the bad. We have to
learn to take our lumps.
The Spartan Shops was also
helpful to Montgomery because it
helped him realize the capabilities
of other top-ranked teams.
"I was very impressed with
the caliber of athletes at the Spartan Shops," he said. "It was nice
to see other teams have top athletes also."The Spartans, though,
still haven’t solved their problems. The team is playing tentatively now, according to Montgomery
because
it
lacks
confidence.
"Other teams have respect
for us," he said. "We just haven’t
found it in ourselves yet. We need
time to establish belief in ourselves. It’s going to come."
The team also needs to work
on playing at a consistent level
throughout the match, Montgomery said. The team starts out
strong, he said, but fades at crucial points.
"We get to that point and become tentative. Everybody eases
off They’re afraid of failing."

By Paul Kozakieoici
Daily staff writer
The Spartan cross country team
finished fifth Saturday in the i0-kilometer Fresno State Invitational
Dan Gonzalez again led the Spartan runners, placing fifth with a finishing time of 31:21 Following Gonzalez were Rudy Vega ( 33:20, 32nd),
Rich Masino (33:31, 35th), Frank
Jewett ( 33:37, 40th) and Jerry Martin
( 33:53, 45th).
Marshall Clark, Spartan head
coach, felt that Gonzalez ran a solid
race but is still concerned with the
minute-plus gap between Gonzalez
and the rest of the team. "Our team
is in good physical shape but we need
to improve our pace," he said.
Fresno State dominated the 11 team competition, winning the meet
with 27 points. Following Fresno
were Stanford (68), Nevada -Reno
(74), UC-Berkeley 178) and SJSU
(133). Team scores are determined
by adding together the positions of
the first five individual team members to cross the finish line.
Fresno’s Peter Brett finished the
first with a time of 30:19, just three
seconds short of Spartan Simon Kiltli’s 1981 course record. Placing second was Marc Oleson of Stanford
( 30:33), and independent runner Derrick May came in third (31:04).

Electrolysis Clinic
Yoriko Noguchi

Daily staff photographer

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY
By Apposnuneint Only

Danielle Spier (center) and Linda Fournet (right) hit floor to save a shot this weekend
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
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on the tight means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re

earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

Now to procrastinate tastefully.
Yoriko Noguchi

Goalie Bonny Warner lays on the turf after
SJSU’s Debbie Dulin (middle) jumps for joy

Daily staff phn drigrapher

after scoring a goal. Meanwhile, Susan Fisher

Ill) and Lisa Stewart (IS) can’t believe it.

Duo scores three goals apiece,
Spartans beat Stanford, 10-3
By Marty l’icone
Daily staff writer

The Spartans might have lost to
Stanford in football, but in another
sport, field hockey, SJSU had it easy.
The Spartans got three goals
apiece from Jeannie Gilbert and
Yvon Hoogeweegen to beat the Cardinal, 10-3, Saturday at South Campus.
"We finally put it all together like
I knew we could all along," coach
Carolyn Lewis said. "We consistently
put pressure on their defense all
game."
Even though the Spartans put
constant pressure on the Cardinal de-

tense, Stanford managed to stay
close to the Spartans. But it was
SJSU who opened it up, scoring on a
combination of six goals from Gilbert
and Hoogeweegen
After the barrage, the Spartans
were able to take a commanding 6-3
lead in the first half.
"The score of the game wasn’t
fairly indicative of how closely fought
the game really was," Lewis said.
"The score was fairly close in the
first half."
But it was forward Gilbert who
got things rolling for the Spartans,
scoring in the first minute of play to

FALL INTO FITNESS
EMPLOYEE FITNESS PROGRAM
Today is the Final Registration Day
for the Fall Semester.
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But the Spartans scored four
straight goals in a 17-minute period to
take a 6-3 lead.
"We got to her (Stanford goalie
Bonny Warner) consistently," Lewis
said.
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give SJSU the early lead. The Cardinal answered back with their first
goal, though, from forward Andrea
Wolpert with less than eight minutes
expired to tie the game at 1-I.
The Cardinal later took a 3-2 lead
on Wolpert’s second goal with a little
more than 15 minutes expired in the
half.
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Spartans fumble away win to Stanford
Ifty Dan Fitch
Daily staff writer

The Spartans lost a football
game, but they won what no one has
given them so far this season -some
respect.
Make that a lot of respect.
,
.
"A lot of people said it would be a
powout," SJSU quarterback Bob
Fresco said after the Spartans suffered a heart -wrenching, last-second
defeat to Stanford, 28-27.
Some blowout.
With Frasco, his receivers, and
the offensive line leading the way, the
Spartans chewed up the Stanford de-

tense for 434 total yards. Frasco was
spectacular, completing 25 of 43
passes for 333 yards, while passing
for one touchdown and running for
another. He was not intercepted.
"He played an intelligent and
courageous game, and finally had the
oppurtunity to show what he could
do," Spartan head coach Claude Gilbert said.
Frasco showed what he could do
when the Spartans appeared to be in
trouble after Stanford scored to take
a 21-10 lead with 1:28 remaining in
the first half.
Completing all five passes on the

Joseph DeVera

Daily staff photographer

Stanford linebacker Tom Briehl (right) closes in on SJSU
quarterback Bob Frasco in the Cardinal’s 28-27 win.

Strictly Sports

Joe
Roderick

Tears, cheers
SPARTAN BAND, decked out in their new uniforms for the
THE
first time this season, marched up an incline to the right of the
locker rooms Saturday following the SJSU-Stanford game. The
band marched methodically, playing one of those monotonous college
tunes. All I remember hearing is the drummers going at it.
I scanned the faces of the band members, looking for tears. There
were no tears. But there was a sadness that hung over the band.
Nonetheless, they marched on.
This reminded me of a scene from the movie, "The Bridge on the
River Kwai," when Alec Guinness led his troops into a Japanese
concentration camp. The group was upbeat, whistling that famous tune
which name escapes me at the moment.
It is a bands’ responsibility to keep a stiff upper lip at all times especially when marching. Just like Guinness and his British troops.
Optimism in the face of adversity.
The scene also conjured memories of the famous Revolutionary
War painting, when three members march along through the ruins, with
corpses lying all around them. They’re battered too, but they remain
undaunted.
The Spartan band had corpses all around it Saturday. The corpses
were the SJSU football team, which had spilled its guts all over the field,
only to lose 28-27 to Stanford. It may take another week to get all the guts
cleaned up off the Stanford turf.
But here were the band members, playing on when the battle had
already been decided.

F

OOTBALL PLAYERS are luckier than band members. They
don’t have to march in sync when the contest is over
Before the band had left the stadium, the Spartan football
players half-jogged, half-walked off the field
Many were tired, trained. Many wore emotionless expressions.
Coaches instructed the players to keep their heads up. They had
nothing to be ashamed of. Most players were too tired to lift their heads.
Running back coach Wally Gaskins greeted players with a slap on
I he rear. "You played a great game out there," he told many of them.
No words could erase the hurt some players were feeling.
Quarterback Jon Carlson, last year’s hero, shook a few players’
hands. He clapped his own hands a couple of times. He tried to pump life
into a beleaguered bunch.
No such cheerleading could remove the hurt some players were
feeling.
Not all the players had left the field yet. Some remained on the field
The game was history, but they didn’t want to step out of the past and
into the present. Some would have just as soon stayed on the field
forever.
Some players were ashamed to leave the field. Some knew what lie
beyond the cyclone fence - the media. Some didn’t want to face the
media. Didn’t want to spill their guts all over again.
Some spilled their guts. Others didn’t
My eyes were glued to the cyclone fence. I was waiting to see one
player in particular. I believe the media waited for that one player as
well.
The player’
Not Bob Fresco, whom many felt had played a superb game despite
suffering a painful hip pointer.
Not Tony Smith, the receiver who caught a bundle of passes for a
bundle of yards.
Not Terry McDonald, who Stanford quarterback John Paye will see
in his deepest, darkest nightmares for some time to come.
Not even Thomas Henley, the Stanford running back who jaunted 17
yards for the winning touchdown.
I believe the media waited for SJSU’s freshman running back
Randy Walker The media wasn’t going to ambush this kid They just
continued on page 7
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drive for 59 yards and rushing twice
for 15 more, Frasco led the Spartans
to a score, hitting Keith McDonald in
the end zone for an 11 -yard touchdown. Then he tossed a throw to Rich
Harbison for a two-point conversion
and suddenly, it was Stanford 21,
SJSU 18.
While Fresco was clicking, the
Spartan receivers also had big
games. Tony Smith caught eight
passes for 171 yards. But the surprise
of the game was Kevin Bowman. At
6-2, 193 pounds, Bowman is bigger
than the other SJSU receivers and
was able to take the punishment
going over the middle.
Forced to line up without a tight
end because of injuries, the Spartans
set Bowman inside of the wide receivers and about four yards outside of
the line, and he cruised the middle of
the Cardinal defense, catching nine
passes for 122 yards.
"I flushed out the linebackers,
and then ran right underneath
them," Bowman said, and added,
"they’re the luckiest team on the
globe - we had them. All I can say is,
we should have won."
The Cardinal were lucky to have
sophomore quarterback John Paye
on their side. After the Spartans
stormed back from their early deficit
to take a 27-21 lead, and after his offense sputtered through most of the
second half, Paye led the Cardinal on
a last-minute scoring drive to take
the lead.
Faced with a first and 10 from his
own nine, Paye eluded the grasp of
Spartan linebacker Talmadge Morning in the end zone and hit receiver
Emile Harry with a 27-yard pass.
Then he scampered out of the pocket
and ran for a 34-yard gain to the SJSU
16. Two plays later, Stanford tailback
Thomas Henley, playing with a
bruised shoulder, ran 17 yards for the
decisive touchdown.
But the Spartans weren’t finished
yet.
With less than a minute remaining, and faced with third and 17,
Frasco hit Smith on the sideline for a
28-yard gain. Frasco then hit Smith
again for 24 yards to the Cardinal 25,
and the Spartans found themselves in
Luis Comesana’s field goal range.

starting because Tony
Brown pulled a groin muscle, already
had kicked field goals of V and 44
yards.
But Comesana never got his
chance. Trying to move the ball to the
middle of the field for better field
goal position. Frasco and freshman
tailback Randy Walker had trouble
with a handoff and fumbled the ball
away to Stanford.
"It was an exciting game, but I
like those more as a fan," said Paye,
who completed 17 of 32 passes for 208
yards.
The 70,426 fans, including a
packed, screaming, SJSU fan section, was the largest crowd ever for
what is becoming one of the most exciting rivalries west of the MissisContesana,

Daily sports editor

Stanford running back Thomas
Henley, who caught 10 passes for 151
yards last week in Stanford’s upset of
Illinois, was ripping apart the Spartan defense in the first half of Saturday’s game.
Henley had rushed for 50 yards
on 13 carries and gained 31 more on
two pass reception. He had also
scored the first touchdown on a oneyard run, putting Stanford up 7-0.
But late in the second quarter,
Henley was banged up after catching
a pass over the middle. An announcement was made in the press box at
halftime saying Henley had bruised
his right shoulder and would probably not return.
"The trainer didn’t want me to
come back," said Henley, who originally bruised the shoulder in practice
Wednesday. "I thought I could come
back again. I guess I talked him into
Henley, named Sports 1/tustratedPlayer of the Week for his performace against Illinois, didn’t play at
all in the third quarter against the
Spartans, but was back again in the
Fourth. His return was hardly earthshattering - he gained only seven
yards in three carries.
But he wasn’t finished yet. With
the Cardinal trailing, 27-21, Paye
gave it to Henley, who did the rest by
himself - almost.
"It was a trap," Henley said. "I
cut inside, (guard) Matt Moran

pulled out and one of their guys came
up, and collapsed down. I saw the
thing developing, I just cut underneath it."
Henley made that one nifty cut
and raced into the end zone on a 17yard run for a 28-27 Stanford lead.
Someone asked Henley if he has
gotten used to be the hero for the Cardinal. "I just wanted to win the game.
I’ll do whatever it takes."
While Henley was the obvious
hero, there were plenty of Spartans
who almost took the billing away
from him.
Bob Fresco.
Playing with a bad hip and a bum
shoulder. Frasco did his best to almost single-handedly beat the Cardinal. He racked up big numbers - 25
of 43 for 333 yards, but had an uncanning knack to come up with the big
play at the big moments.
He also had plenty of heat put on
him by the Stanford defense, a fact
that had SJSU coaches cringing everytime a Cardinal chased Frasco
out of the pocket.
"We were concerned that if
Bobby got hit, he’d have to come out
of the game," Spartan head coach
Claude Gilbert said. "He held up pretty good, though. He’ll be pretty soar
for a couple of days."
....Tony Smith and Kevin Bowman,
The Spartan wide receivers had
big days. Smith caught eight passes
continued on page 7

USF shuts out SJSU
in soccer contest, 5-0
By Marty Picone
Daily staff writer

For the second time this season,
the Spartan soccer team was
blanked, this time by the University
of San Francisco, 5-0, Friday afternoon in a Pacific Soccer Conference match
The loss dropped the Spartans to
2-7 record, while UR.’ improved its
record to 3-1-1. The last time the
Spartans failed to score was against
San Francisco State, 1-0, earlier this
month.
The Dons, who finished in second
place last year in the conference,
scored first 24 minutes into the 45minute half, as forward Robert Megalhaes launched a ball past SJSU
goalie John Olejnik.
The remainder of the first half
was a defensive battle with neither
team scoring a goal.
In the second half, both squads
began play the same way they ended
the first, with no scoring taking place

"It was a great effort, one of the
best I’ve ever been associated with,"
Gilbert said.

Joseph DeVera

Stanford’s John Paye didn’t get awa3, on this
play. Terry McDonald (left) and teammate

Henley hero again;
returns after injury
to score winning TD
By Joe Roderick

Cardinal backfield the second half,
and tackle Danny Clark stopped
Stanford for losses three times. Safeties Lou Petrone and Frank Witherspoon were everywhere, Witherspoon intercepting a pass and
getting in on 12 tackles, and Patrone
leading the team with 14 tackles.
Cornerback K.C. Clark was in on
eight tackles, and credited the offense for much of the defense’s effectiveness. "The offense gave us time
to rest, they kept us off the field." he
said.
"The main thing, is that we
proved we’re a team," Clark added.

sippi.
The Spartan offense wasn’t making all of the big plays, however.
The SJSU defense picked off
three of Paye’s passes and applied
pressure the entire game. Marcus
McDade, Frank Witherspoon, and
Terry McDonald all intercepted
passes, and although McDonald and
the Spartans were officially credited
with only one sack, they continually
harassed Paye.
"Our defensive guys played their
hearts out today," Gilbert said.
"Stanford was tough, they had superb blocking. They are so big up
front. But we came on strong. We
were able to find the seams better on
our pass rush in the second half."
McDonald seemed to live in the

until 16 minutes mark.
Magalhaes took advantage of a
lose link in the Spartan defense and
drove in for his second goal on an assist from Cato Andersen, giving the
Dons a 2-0 lead and the offensive momentum.
After Magalhaes’ goal, the Dons
scored three goals within a four-minute span late in the second half.
Helge Myrengett, with less than
seven minutes left in the game,
scored the first of his two goals on an
assist by Andersen to give the Dons a
big 3-0 lead.
Myrengett scored another goal
with less than four minutes remaining on an assist by Thierry Blanson.
With only three minutes left, the
Dons added their fifth goal on a shot
from Blanson.
For one of the few times all season, Scott Chase, who has scored
eight goals this season, was held
scoreless.

Daily

staff photographer

Danny Clark sandwich the scrambling guarterback to record the lone sack for SJSU.
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Henley a hero, but others shine
continued from pages
for 174 yards, while Bowman also
snarred nine balls for 122 yards.
Smith, coming off a redshirt
year, entered the game with 12
catches for 160 yards. He is best remembered for 84-yard touchdown reception on a flanker pass from Tim
Kearse in the Spartans’ 35-31 win
over Stanford in 1982.
Bowman, a transfer from Sacramento City College, wasn’t remembered for anything - until Saturday.
As a backup to Smith and Keith McDonald, he had caught only three
passes this year. But injuries to three
Spartan tight ends forced Bowman
into the lineup.
The Spartans had already lost
two tight ends - Greg Jackson
(knee) and Ed Huse (back). The
third tight end, John Murphy, injured
his arm against Arizona State, and
was questionable for the Stanford
game.
As it turned out, Murphy didn’t

play at all
The Spartans were stuck without
a tight end. Enter Bowman, the 6-2.
193-pounder.
Gilbert and Spartan offensive
coordinator Shea devised a threewide receiver, no-tight end offense,
putting Bowman in the slot.
"I’m the biggest receiver we’ve
got," Bowman said. "I played like a
tight end. I was able to tie up a linebacker or the free safety to keep
them from blitzing so much."
The plan worked. The Cardinal
had to respect the third receiver,
weren’t able to send anybody on a
whim and recorded just three sacks.
"We wanted to minimize the sack
potential," Shea said.
...Terry McDonald
The stats for Terry McDonald,
the Spartans’ 6-1, 223-pound defensive end, were paltry - three
tackle, one sack, one interception.
Not much there.
But McDonald was in a lot of

places Saturday - mostly in quarterback John Paye’s face. McDonald
could have easily had two other sacks
if it weren’t for Paye’s scrambling
jobs.
"He’s just a great athlete," McDonald said of Paye.
The biggest run by Paye was a
34-yard jaunt with less than two minutes to go. Paye was flushed out of
the pocket, and ran through a huge
hole down the right sideline. "He saw
an open field and he just ran," McDonald said. "The receivers were
going one way, and he was going the
other way."
Two plays later, Henley was in
the end zone.
McDonald had his hands on Paye
at least two other times, but Paye
wiggled free, the same way the Spartans let the Cardinal get away. "Totally unbelievable," McDonald said.
"I thought we had it. Mentally
drained. I’m just mentally drained."
Claude Gilbert and Terry Shea
Gilbert and Shea installed several kinks - a few simply out of necessity. The first was the three wide receiver offense. That was brought on
because the Spartans’ tight end reserve had run dry.
The other tactics were integrated
to spice up a stagnant offense. The
Spartans used an option offense and
their backfield lined up in the wishbone several times. Talk about revamping things.
The option was used to get Spartan runners outside more quickly.
This season, the team had little success when backs rammed into a sea
of bodies.
"We couldn’t run inside, we had
to run outside," Shea said.

SJSU’s tearful loss
continued from page 6
wanted to see Walker, to look at his
expression. Maybe even to ask him a
few tough questions.
Walker, 5-7, 200 pounds, had fumbled with 27 seconds left in the game.
Another play or two and the Spartans
would attempt to kick the winning
field goal. Walker was helped off the
field once during the game because of
leg cramps.
After it was over, Walker was led
off the field by two linemen. He was
limping badly. He had been crying
too.
Is this what the media had waited
to see? To watch a young man absolutely devastated by it all. I turned
away quickly. I had seen enough.
I turned away just as quickly
when I saw Walker fumble during the
game. I was on the sideline, near the
30-yard-line. I also saw Frasco grab
his facemask, pulling and squeezing
at the same time. The fumble had

caused this spontaneous reaction.
I had no sympathy for Walker
when he fumbled. But later, when
Walker was being helped off the field,
when I saw the tears, I had plenty
sympathy. I realized then that a football game - not even this football
game - is important when a someone gets crushed, gets blamed for it
all. Is it fair to heave the entire
weight of the loss on Walker? No
way.
I didn’t talk to Walker Saturday.
Don’t ask me why.
Later, with a few Spartans outside talking to the media, the Spartan
band marched off the field. They
played that snappy, upbeat tune the kind that puts a bounce in your
step.
The players ignored the band.
No such songs can erase the hurt
some of the Spartans were feeling.
Joe Roderick is the Daily’s sports editor.
His column appears weekly.

NOTES - Following Frasco’s
one-yard run, putting SJSU up 27-21,
kicker Luis Comesana came in for
the normally routine extra point. But
there was nothing routine about this
play. Holder Doug Allen scooped up a
snap that skipped off the ground, ran
out of the pocket, and was intercepted on his subsequent pass. "It
was low," Allen said. "It bounced."
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The United Campus Christian
Ministry will have a Prayer Group
from 5:15 to 6 tonight at the Campus
Christian Center on South 10th Street
at San Carlos Street.

Beta Alpha Psi is holding a career Day 2 p.m. today in the Business
Classroom 4. Call Michael Williams
at ( 415) 961-9220 for further information.

The SJSU Campus Democrats
will hold a General Meeting today at
1 p.m. in the Business Classroom 1
Call Paul Torres at 262-7754 for more
information.
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Alpha Phi Omega is holding a
General Meeting at 6 tonight in the
Art Classroom 132.

The Campus Christian Center is
holding a Bible Study on the book of
Genesis from noon to 2 today in the
S.U. Montalvo Room.

The Financial Manangement Association will hold a Wells Fargo Escrow Service Session at 5 tonightin
the S.U. Council Chambers. For further details call Steve Hinrichs at 6297436
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The SJSU Cycling Club will conduct a meeting tonight at 8 in the Student Union Council Chambers. For
more information call Greg Uyeda at
374-0668.
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The SJSU Archery Club is holding a Club Shoot and is welcoming
new members at 3 p.m. today on the
Archery Field at Eighth and San Carlos streets.

AIESEC is holding a General
Meeting at 3:15 p.m. today in the
Business Tower Room 50. For further
information call Teri at 274-7280.
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for your appointment. 243 8709
or 243 2091
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shops 6425 ,pets 06 Cell Loca

CONSULTATIONS,

IMAGE,COLOR

tors at 993 1843

DON’T BE CAUGHT M the treffic. walk
1 blk to SJSU Huge 2 64...2 S.,
unf um sec opts Pfkg. bbq. area
rec rm sundeck. on all. Indry
$650orno
atmosphere
quiet
1750odep 1 yr lease, 292 5452

LOW COST COUNSELING at SJSU
Emily Counseling Services Imme
openings for couples or farm
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counselor A one time We of
to
$30 00 covers weekly counseling
sessions from Septemher through
December For further information

LOCATORS IS YOUR ONE stop rental
shop 100 s of rentals daily better

.11277 2814
P0

mc Samples avail for review Call
afternoons OF eves 371 5933

sum. on IBM selectroc Proofread
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grammar and spelling irn
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provernents
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EDITING/WORD PROCESSING, IBM
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proved formats
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COLOR ANALYSIS. Find out the right
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time and money when you shop
Student rhscounts available Cell
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pm

14081

I’M LOOKING FOR the woman In., on
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Do not take
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RENT

200’S expert Barbera 972 9430
WORD MAGIC Word Processing Sery
ice’ Thesis dissertstions reports
Large document specialist Ras
sonable rates Prompt and aciu
tale turnaround Please call 578
1772 227 1680
WORD PROCESSING student papers
reports stentnical tyPmg
bus’
noes Call Ilse in Mi.. Glen et
267 5247

277-3171

WORD PROCESSING,. The oho-nets in
professor.. Typing
Guaranteed
error free
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rates Rck up and delivery evert
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Print Your Ad Here
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word processing typrng
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BOX
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VIDEOTAPING., SJSU CLUBS and
organirations have your events vi
Cell Cry.
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tel. Clear Video Productions at
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Term papers. resumes etc
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EXPERIENCED
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now
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Call Rene a et 14081 287
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KEY IN WORD PROCESSING, Thaws.
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Learn new fashion and makeup
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Image Consultant Polly at 297
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Johnson wants out

Meese
foes hid
real issue

Miss Maine blaming state officials
continued from page I
"It’s such a shame," she said,
"because I had a damn good shot of
winning (the talent competition)."
Feeney said he is not sure if an
audio malfunction occurred, but she
may be blaming a poor performance
on equipment malfunction,
Because of contest regulations,
she wasn’t granted a second chance,
she said. "It was a do or die situation."
The talent competition, which accounts for 50 percent of a contestant’s
total score, ruined her chances of
winning and placing in the top 10, she
said.
Besides the talent competition,
there are evening gown and swimsuit
competitions and an off-camera interview.
Johnson won the talent competition at the Miss Maine contest in
June.
She said beauty contest officials
in Maine could only donate $1,000 toward her wardrobe expenses, but her
expenses for both of the contests
came to about $5,000. She said most of

By Mike Feinsilber
Associated Press Writer
From one viewpoint, the fight
over the fitness of Edwin Meese Ill to
serve as attorney general was over
his ethics. But that was only part of
the story. Much of the opposition facing Meese was based on his political
philosophy rather than his ethics

Analysis
The long, painful, expensive fight
over Meese’s nomination illustrates a
point about the way Washington
works.
These occasional confirmation
always distasteful because
battles
a person’s reputation is at stake
are almost always over a hidden
question.
Usually the battle grounds arc
the nominee’s ethics while what’s
really at issue is his philosophy.
In Meese’s case, special prosecutor Jacob A. Stein absolved Meese of
criminal wrongdoing last week in the
culmination of a five-month grand
jury investigation.
The fight wasn’t over a $15,000 interest -free loan from a long-time California friend who ended up on the
federal payroll. Nor was it over
Meese’s forgetfulness in neglecting
to list some stock transactions on his
financial disclosure forms, or his
hasty promotion in the Army Reserves or his failure to turn over to
the government a $375 pair of jade
and gold cuff links given him by the
South Korean government.
Meese’s ideological foes in the
Senate raised those issues in an attempt to keep him from becoming
head of the Justice Department because they don’t like his ideas, not because they cared what he did with a
pair of cuff links.
Meese’s critics don’t like his conservative political philosophy, his
feelings toward the poor, his attempts to weaken or abolish the
Legal Services Corporation, his attempt to restore tax-exempt status to
Bob Jones University despite its record of discrimination on the basis of
race, his opposition to the Equal
Rights Amendment and what one witpass at Senate hearings called "the
administration’s insensitivity, unfairness and indifference to women.
minorities, the disabled and many
other victims of discrimination."
The witness, Ralph Neas, testifying on behalf the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, told the Senate
Judiciary Committee last Feb. 2.
"Bluntly put, we oppose the nomination because, on the basis of our observations over the past three years.
we do not believe Ed Meese, as the
nation’s chief law enforcement officer, would enforce, vigorously and
objectively, our nation’s civil rights
laws"

the necessary funding has "come out
of my own pocket."
"Evening gowns cost around
$1,000," Johnson said, "and contestants need three different ones just
for this one contest."
According to Feeney, the board
of directors for the Miss Maine Pagcant gave her as much financial
backing as it could

It’s such a shame
because I had a
damn good shot of
winning ( the talent
competition).’
Lisa Johnson,
Miss Maine
In addition to the $1,000 for her
wardrobe, Johnson received $1,600 in
scholarships and free travel privileges, Feeney said. He said she received $1,500 from Atlantic City just

Students explore
career possibilities New airline only one
ll Dewane Van Leuven
Daily staff writer
About 4,000 students attended
last week’s Career Exploration
Days to discuss career opportunities with representatives from
companies throughout the Bay
Area.
The C.E.D was a success,
according to Career Center employees, employee representatives and students.
"There was good student attendance, and most of the students
I talked to were pleased with ( the
C.E.D.)," said Margaret Wilkes,
C.E.D. coordinator. "Employers
were also pleased with the questions posed from the SJSU students."
Representatives from 88 companies attended the C.E.D. Wilkes
estimated there were 60 employers per day.
"This was the best year we’ve
had," she said.
SJSU has held Career Exploration Days since 1977.
The C.E.D. is self-supporting,
and money to run it comes from
the participating organizations.
"The organizations pay a fee to be
represented at the C.E.D., and
this money makes the C.E.D. selfsupporting," she said.
The only expenditure SJSU incurs is the time spent by the Career Center employees coordinating the event. But Wilkes said this
is not considered an expenditure,
since the Career Center puts together the event.
Student output concerning the
C.E.D. was favorable. Alan Woolery, accounting freshman, said
the C.E.D. helped him with what

he wanted to find out.
"I just switched majors from
business to accounting," he said.
"The main reason I was here
today is to get an idea of how the
job market is for accounting majors. I was also getting information on what exactly an accounting major does. It (the C.E.D.)
has helped me out with these questions."
The Career Center planneed
for a diverse selection of employers at the C.E.D. "We try to make
students see that their major
doesn’t limit them to just a few
jobs," Wilkes said. "We try to
broaden the scope of what students in different majors can do
after they graduate."
Most employee representatives also had positive comments
to make. Sharon Griffe, from
Dysan, a corporation that developes and markets magnetic storage, said she was glad to help out
the students.
"The Career Exploration
Days are good for the students,
but it also helps out the companies
represented," she said. "Although
we don’t arrange job interviews
here (at the C.E.D.), we do accept
resumes. This is a good recruiting
tool for the company.
"Being here also keeps Dysan
tied in with SJSU students, who
some day will graduate and look
for a career. If they find out about
our company here, they might remember us when they graduate.
"The Career Exploration
Days are also, of course, good
public relations. We get a form of
free advertising here," she said.

to fly out of San Joaquin
FRESNO (AP) The only airline based in the San Joaquin Valley
made its maiden flight yesterday
morning.

The first commercial flight by
Far West Airlines, headquartered in
Fresno with support from the city,
took off at 7 a.m. for San Jose and
Oakland.
The city agreed to renovate terminal facilities in exchange for stock
in the fledgling airline which began
organizing just last March.
"I don’t know if anybody really
understands or appreciates the
amount of effort it takes to pull off

for being in the Miss America Pageant.
Johnson said officials for the
Miss Maine contest had lined up $500
worth of appearances for her following the Miss America Pageant.
Feeney said Johnson is still
under contract as Miss Maine. The
contract calls for her to perform duties as Miss Maine until June 1985
when the new Miss Maine is named.
Johnson would be allowed to return to SJSU for the spring 1985 semester and resume her duties when
school lets out in May 1985, he said.
This agreement was reached
after Johnson won the Miss Maine
crown, Feeney said.
Miss Maine’s duties include
speaking engagements and various
appearances throughout the state, he
said. Feeney said Johnson was scheduled to make an appearance in Maine
last Saturday, but she called to say
she was sick and boarded a flight to
California.
Feeney has had to cancel five appearances by Johnson because she
wanted to return to California, he
said.
Johnson returned to California
over the weekend and plans to work
on the Homecoming Committee. She
is the current SJSU Homecoming
Queen.

something like this," said Ralph Tonseth, director of Fresno airports.
"Putting together a major airline in a
period of less than a year . .. may be
without precedent."
For the first few weeks, Far West
will provide three weekday roundtrips and two on weekends from
Fresno to Oakland and San Jose.
Flights are planned to Burbank, Ontario, Sacramento and Orange
County within a month.
Eventually, Far West hopes to
serve Modesto and Bakersfield in the
valley and provide flights to San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Reno and
Las Vegas

A CtlEbRATion of DAnct And

ART PRESENTEd

by

THE VALERIE HUSTON DANCE THEATER
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Sat., Sept. 29, 1984
San Jose State Univ. 8:00 p.m.

Presented by A.S. Program Board

kasso
.41MM11111,

appearing at the
Civic Auditorium
Jose
San
November 4, 1984 at 8:00 p.m.
Ticket: $15.00
Tickets available at all Bass Ticket Centers including Record Factory,
San Jose Box Office and the Bass Ticket Office at 362 22nd Street, Oakland.
Visa and Mastercard accepted All tickets subject to Service Charge.
WATCH OUT FOR COUNTERFEIT TICKETS.
BUY ONLY FROM AN AUTHORIZED TICKET AGENCY.

Charge by phone:
(408) 998 -BASS or (415) 893 -BASS
.
San Jose State University

HILLEL
inotes you to participate in

HOLIDAY SERVICES
Wednesday September 26
526 p in Oneg following services
Thursday, Septernbet 27
row. rn

YOM
KIPPUR

Foday October 5 Kol Igidra
Services begin promptly e-) p rn
Saturday October 6
10 00 a rn to appro. I 00 p m
Doing Service 4 00 p m
Services volt conclude with the
blowtng of the Shofar and
Break the Fast

Heating plaions hi i.t .tt enerp iithe ’sin.- pnwess by which staro pendure e
e photograph.. interpretation of how this prow. may
Thu

Unergy from seawater? Varian’s contribution to fusion energy research
may make it possible to draw virtually limitless energy from seawater. This is just one
example of our aggressive leadership in
higher technology - a leadership position

OFFICIATING: Doug Kohn Student Rabb
Mai-yew tin., College. Los snow.,
Rachel Hardin- cw.,,,,,oSoeoest
9

Opens Student. San Jose Sues

MEMORIAL CHAPEL
San Jose State University Campus
I San Carlos between 4th and 7th Streets)
* Services ere FREE and Open to
the Entire Community *
For lorther information please call WILE( or
Jewish rederstuirt

267-2770

Domino’s Pizza
510 S. 10th St.
2648 Alum Rock
1909 Tully Road
,984 Domino’s Pizza
!a

While you’ve been planning for the future,
Varian’s been building it.

George Carlin

ROSH
HOSHANAH

Part or full time.
Flexible hours and days.
Must be at least 18.
Must have own car
and insurance.
Must be able to work
weekends.
$7.00 an hour to start
plus mileage and tips.
Cash each night.

19

Funded by Associated Students

John Deaton Presents

delivery
persons

Apply in person
between 4:30pm
and 9:00pm.

Tickets at Bass. SJ Box 64 A.S
Bus. Office. In fo.-277-2807

$4.50 Adv.
Stud. -$5.50 Dr.
Gen.47.50 Dr. 81’ $6.50 Adv.

Wanted

9

that could include you.
We’d like to show you how you may help
build the future in the critical areas of
medicine, defense, communications
and science.

Varian’s Mike Clifford will be at San Jose State University
to give a brief Slide presentation and discuss the opportunities available to you. Plan to attend Thursday, October IS,
1954 at 12:30 p.m. in Room E-121, and sign up now at your
Placement Office for on -campus interviews to be conducted
on Monday, October 22, 1984,

varian
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